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SEAN KENNEY’S ANIMAL SUPER POWERS
MADE WITH LEGO® BRICKS
COMING TO THE MILWAUKEE COUNTY ZOO
This mind-blowing exploration of mysterious animal abilities is set to open May 29

MILWAUKEE, WI - - Sean Kenney’s Animal Super Powers Made with LEGO®
Bricks, a brand-new exhibition featuring awe-inspiring sculptures made from LEGO®
bricks, is coming to the Milwaukee County Zoo May 29 through Sept. 6. The exhibit is
sponsored by Sendik’s Food Market.
From the mind of acclaimed artist, Sean Kenney, Animal Super Powers
showcases larger-than-life sculptures of creatures who have evolved to possess their very
own “super powers” and invites guests to learn the science behind them.
Produced by Imagine Exhibitions, Inc., Animal Super Powers is chock-full of
STEAM content (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) and will
inspire budding artists, engineers, zoologists, and biologists to expand their imaginations,
get curious and explore in an experience that both educates and excites.
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The sculptures and exhibits in Animal Super Powers explore the evolutionary,
biological, and environmental reasons for amazing animal adaptations such as
shapeshifting, super-strength, echolocation, and limb regeneration and asks guests to
imagine themselves with the same abilities.
Combining the world’s most beloved toy brick with the mythology of super
heroes, Animal Super Powers provides an entertaining platform through which guests can
appreciate the wonders of the natural world.
Tom Zaller, CEO of Imagine Exhibitions shared, “Imagine Exhibitions is proud to
partner with Sean Kenney to bring the creative vision of Animal Super Powers to the
Milwaukee County Zoo. Sean’s art is gravity-defying and inspires us to look at ourselves
and the world around us from an incredible new perspective.”
Come explore the joy and wonder of Sean Kenney’s Animal Super Powers Made
with LEGO® Bricks, open daily to the public at 9:30 a.m. for a limited engagement
through Sept. 6.
The exhibit is displayed in the Otto Borchert Family Special Exhibits Building
and is $3 after regular Zoo admission. For more information on the exhibit, please call
the Zoo’s Marketing and Communications Department at 414.256.5466.

###

About the Milwaukee County Zoo
The Milwaukee County Zoo is situated on 190 acres of parkland, and home to a
population of more than 2,200 mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, and amphibians
representing 330 different species. The Zoo serves as a place to educate, entertain, and
inspire visitors of all ages.
www.milwaukeezoo.org
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About Imagine Exhibitions
Imagine Exhibitions is currently producing over 40 unique exhibitions globally in
museums, science centers, zoos, integrated resorts, and non-traditional venues, with
millions of people around the world visiting our exhibitions each year. In addition to
developing successful traveling exhibitions, Imagine Exhibitions designs, opens, and
operates permanent installations and venues, and consults on building, expanding and
directing museums and attractions. With decades of diverse experience in the museum
and entertainment industries, Imagine Exhibitions consistently develops exhibitions that
educate and excite while exceeding attendance goals. For more information, visit
www.ImagineExhibitions.com or find us on Facebook.

About Sean Kenney
Sean Kenney is an award-winning artist who uses LEGO pieces as a medium for
contemporary sculpture, portraiture, and commercial art. He is recognized as one of the
leading experts in the field and is a founding member of several global programs that aim
to encourage and support this emerging art form. Millions of people have visited his
exhibitions; he has authored 9 children’s books, and The LEGO Group collaborated with
him as an official partner for 14 years Sean’s work has been acclaimed by The New
York Times, PBS Arts, BBC Arts, and Vogue, and he continues to create every day at his
studio in Amsterdam. www.seankenney.com
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